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Episodes include: Judge Dredd » Krong Island (part 1) Mega-City One, 2140 AD. This vast urban hell on the
east coast of post-apocalyptic North America is home to over 72 million citizens. Stemming the tide of chaos
are the Judges, empowered to dispense instant justice. Toughest of them all is Judge Dredd – he is the Law!
Advances in science in the 22nd century have led to intelligent apes now having their own society in the
metropolis... Law » Breaking Badrock (part 4) Colonial Marshal Metta Lawson was appointed to the frontier
township of Badrock on the planet 43 Rega, intent on stamping her authority on the colony. But in doing so,
Lawson made many enemies, including Munce, Inc., the mega-corporation that funds Badrock, which has
attempted to have her killed. Now, Munce is planning to dispose of Badrock once and for all... Devlin Waugh
» Blood Debt (part 5) Brit-Cit, 2139 AD.
A freelance paranormal troubleshooter and exorcist for the Vatican, Devlin Waugh is the world’s foremost
supernatural investigator. Despite becoming a vampire after getting bitten tackling an outbreak in an
underwater prison, Devlin seeks out the finer things in life – but recently he’s been receiving messages about
his missing brother Freddy... Cursed Earth Koburn » The Law of the Cursed Earth (part 1) The Cursed Earth,
2140 AD. Cool and calculating Judge-Marshal Koburn is a future lawman unlike any other. A circuit Judge for
the radlands, he patrols the outposts and townships that eke out a living in these desolate wastes, and tries to
maintain the peace in an otherwise chaotic environment. There’s little law and order in the Cursed Earth, and
Koburn likes to take it eazy... DREDD » The Dead World (part 1) Mega-City One, the cusp of the 22nd
century. Eight hundred million people are living in the ruin of the old world, a planet devastated by atomic

war. Only one thing fighting for order in a metropolis teetering on the brink of chaos – the men and women of
the Hall of Justice. One such lawman is Judge Joe Dredd, who is about to be confronted with his strangest and
most challenging case yet... Supplement episodes include: Outlier » Outlier (parts 1 - 10) ALLIANCE
TERRITORY, THE FAR FUTURE. JARED CARCER WAS FORMERLY WITH THE police department,
but is now a private detective, his skills highly sought after. A brush with the mysterious alien race the Hurde
has left him with artificial eyes that can see beyond the visible spectrum. Now he’s been called to a murder
scene, the perpetrator a non-human entity... Wagner's Walk » Wagner's Walk (part 17) A passage to India! It is
May 1945, and the second world war is over. two million former German soldiers now face years of hard
labour at the hands of their Red Army captors.
But Panzer Major Kurt Wagner, and his two trusted tankmen Big Karl and Gruber, have a plan to escape... A
gritty thriller of survival against the odds, Wagner’s Walk is another long-lost classic ripped from the pages of
Tornado! Tharg's Future Shocks » Sign of the Times (part 1) Out in the vast reaches of the universe, there are
an infinite number of stories waiting to be told. From chronicles of the lowliest swamp denizens in backwater
galaxies to the rise and fall of rulers of entire star systems, anything is possible in these twisted tales. Abandon
your preconceptions, expect the unexpected and take a trip beyond the edges of the imagination…

